MICHIGAN TOURISM FACTS

Inbound Michigan Travel
Where do Michigan visitors come from?
Michigan receives a high proportion of its
visitors from within its own borders. Almost
60% of Michigan visitor person days originate within Michigan . Several other nearby
states provide another large portion of the
remainder of Michigan person days.
One benefit of being heavily dependent on
Michigan residents is that the volatility of the
national economy is damped with respect to
the tourism economy. Unfortunately when
the Michigan economy softens more that the
rest of the nation, the impact is made worse
by over-dependence on Michigan residents.
The over-dependence on Michigan residents
also means the economic impact of tourism
is not as it great as it could be for the state
as a whole. Reshuffling Michigan money
may be helpful to some incomes in Michigan, but it does not result in an export of
the Michigan tourism product from the stand
point of the state as a whole.

Average Percent of Leisure
Person Days by State of Origin
Years 2000 thru 20004.
Top 15 States

Origin State

% of Michigan Leisure
Person Days

Michigan

57.54%

Illinois

7.43%

Ohio

5.75%

Indiana

3.39%

Florida

2.96%

Wisconsin

2.61%

California

2.04%

Texas

1.68%

New York

1.30%

North Carolina

1.29%

Tennessee

1.29%

Georgia

1.08%

Missouri

1.08%

Arizona

1.04%

Minnesota

0.90%

Pennsylvania

0.89%

Source: D.K. Shifflet & Associates

Location of Origins
The map on the following page shows the location of important sources of Michigan
visitor person days and their one way distance from the state’s border
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Destination Marketing Areas (DMAs) in states
immediately surrounding Michigan provide another 16% of Michigan’s person days. Note
that most, but not all, of the visitors from a
given state come from the DMAs within that
state, however some come from parts of the
state which are not within a DMA.
In addition to DMAs in near by states, another
16% of the person days Michigan receives are
accounted for by DMAs that are more distant.
While many persons from these DMAs may be
visiting friends and relatives, the fact that they
are willing to travel the distance suggests that
there may be untapped markets that would allow increasing visitation to Michigan and that
people will come if they have a compelling reason to. do so.
Giving people that compelling reason to visit is
one of the challenges of the Michigan tourism
industry.
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